Abstract-A novel CMOS Impulse Radar for CMOS implementation is proposed exploring the concept of swept-threshold sampling. Time-domain signal processing with counter-based integration in parallel structures is used. With continuous time, delayline based parallel sampling topologies we achieve a sampling rate in excess of 20GHz. A functional CMOS Impulse radar is implemented in silicon with measured system performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of impulse radar is nearly a hundred years old. The high frequency pulses or bursts of microwaves are demanding dedicated technology with high frequency devices (SAW filters, bipolars). More recently [1] the impulse radar technique was revived for ground penetrating radar (GPR) for short-range detection of mines buried in the ground. During the nineties McEwan at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory developed the micropower impulse radar (MIR) for a number of short-range applications preparing ground for simple and power efficient solutions.
The term Ultra Wide Band (UWB) was originally defined as a signal with signal bandwidth > 25% of the center frequency, but these days UWB is often referred to as the frequency band of [3.1 -10 .6GHz] recently released by FCC. In the following we will use UWB as short for signals exploring the signal band 3.1 -10. 6 GHz as defined by the FCC. In this paper we are exploring the possibility of short-range radar implementation in standard CMOS technology. Although UWB circuits in non-CMOS technology have been reported [2] , to our best knowledge non working single chip solutions in standard CMOS are reported previously. Novel simplified processing techniques sweeping threshold in continuous time in combination with delay lines is taking advantage of technology scaling and is shown to work in silicon.
A. Background
Conventional radar technology is exploring signatures often made up by sinusoidal bursts. The duration of these bursts are limiting the depth resolution of the radar. A shorter signature will increase the resolution. The shortest signature is a single pulse and the shorter pulse length, the better resolution. However, backscattered energy from short pulses are hard to recover and significant signal processing is required.
McEwan [3] proposed the concept of micropower impulse radar (MIR As indicated in figure 1 , the pulses are emitted repeatedly at randomized intervals and the backscattered energy is sampled after an accurate, fixed delay from pulse emission. A typical pulse duration is <Ins, maybe close to 100ps, giving wide bandwidth ranging towards 10GHz. The range is set by an accurate delayed strobing after pulse emission. The backscattered signal is weak and often buried in noise. Improved signal-tonoise ratio is achieved by significant integration using fast samplers and analog integrators. An interesting variant of this radar is the motion detecting radar [4] having Doppler-like behavior. Even low frequency movement like heart beat or breathing can be detected as exemplified by Staderini [5] in his demonstrator of a medical radar.
Aiming at a standard CMOS implementation, the high speed signal processing, often analog, is a major challenge. The low power supply voltage virtually prohibiting any kind of high quality analog processing.
The advantage of deep submicron technology is the high speed with gate delay towards 10ps. In this paper we propose novel processing solutions where high quality analog signal processing is simplified to crude thresholding of backscattered energy and continuous time signal processing is explored for signal recovery. II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW The fundamental simplification of using quantized or digital values is well known. In A i-analog-to-digital converters the analog input signal is converted to a sequence of bits clocked at high frequency known as bitstreams [6] . The pulse density coding (or PWM coding) of bitstreams is accurately representing the continuous analog input value. The coarse thresholding of the continuous input to just '0' and '1' is compensated by increased clock speed. Trading reduced number of quantization levels with higher clock speed is quite appropriate for fine pitch technology and is explaining the gaining popularity of A i-analog-to-digital converters. In the CMOS Impulse Radar we are exploring this technique further by processing two-level quantized (digital) values in continuous time. We have named this technique "SweptThreshold sampling" and to our best knowledge sweeping threshold in continuous time is a novel processing technique for impulse radar.
A. Swept-threshold coding As explained above, the pulses are emitted repeatedly and the backscattered energy accurately strobed. In order to improve signal processing quality we are changing the threshold level "mapping out" the analog input signal as shown in figure  2 .
For a given threshold white noise will appear as variations in pulse widths and sometimes even disappearing pulses. By sweeping the threshold we are able to recover quite a lot of the pulse energy and even take advantage of added noise. Pulses below the thresholding level will normally pass undetected but with white noise added, the pulses will sometimes exceed the threshold and the weak signal may be sensed. This behavior is often called stochastic resonance [7] . The concept of sweptthreshold coding enables quite accurate signal processing even with only two quantization levels.
B. Integration
A crucial function of weak signal reception is significant integration. The purpose of integration is to get rid of added white noise. With repeated pulse emission and thresholding the white noise will introduce uncertainty in pulse detection. The probability of detecting a pulse, P('1') Pemission + Pnoise, will depend on both the signal strength and the noise strength.
In swept threshold coding the noise by itself give a sequence of bits containing an equal number of 'I's and '0's (assuming threshold level is in the white noise range), while the emitted imposed signal will contribute with more 'l's for positive signals or more '0's for negative signals. The important observation is that the integration can be realized in swept-threshold coding simply by counting 'l's and the emitted signal value is the difference from the average value. The integration time is simply the number of pulses emitted and can be controlled. Normally a longer integration time will increase quality, but take longer.
The quality of this style of integration is quite sensitive to the threshold level and behavior is different when the threshold is above the white noise level. With stronger signal levels well above the white noise floor signal detection is simpler. The important sweeping of the threshold level enables iterations to an appropriate threshold level adapting to the received energy of the received pulse.
Analysis of swept-threshold sampling compared to pure analog integration as a function of integration level and noise has been performed ( figure 3) .
The standard deviation of the white noise term for the analog average improves from CN to 7NI/ ii by averaging over n samples. With little noise in the input signal, the swept threshold sampling is not doing too well. The surprisingly good performance, however, with increasing noise levels (uN 0.1 or 1, 1 being the signal swing), indicates the swept threshold method needs only 10 or even just twice the number of samples of the full analog integrator! These estimates makes the swept-threshold solution quite promising since most real backscattered signal is quite noisy. An interesting observation is that stochastic resonance behavior, only available for large noise components, has the same performance as the sweptthreshold sampling.
C. High speed sampling The simple radar shown in figure 1 is only processing reflecting energy for one strobing time reflecting a fixed distance. Different distances is measured by sweeping the delay and sequentially measure backscattered energy.
With the swept-threshold coding we are able to explore continuous time structures and achieve sampling rates exceeding 20GHz exploring delaylines. The samplers are similar to Dlatches with all the data inputs (D) connected to the incoming quantized signal. By clocking (or strobing) the latches in a fast sequence, we are able to accumulate reflected energy at several distances for each emitted pulse.
In figure 4 the principle is shown. We are latching the quantized input pulse with a clock input or strobe pulse delayed by small delays (T) consisting of two inverters. In the current implementation 64 of electromagnetic signal propagation). As will be shown by measurements all these novel processing techniques are explored to implement a working short range radar in CMOS.
III. IMPLEMENTATION Based on the principles above we have implemented a prototype of the swept-threshold radar in ST Microelectronics 90nm technology. The process was quite new and the design kit lacked some features for doing high quality layout. It should be noted that this first implementation is merely a conceptual study,
The input stage (figure 5) of the proposed CMOS radar consists of a low-noise amplifier (LNA) designed for a signal bandwidth of 3.1-10.6GHz. Several LNA topologies in CMOS with required bandwidth are published [8] [9] . Typically 10dB gain is achievable with careful design.
The threshold element is AC coupled to the LNA by a blocking capacitor and by driving the input to the buffer amplifier through an equivalent resistance, both thresholding and high pass filtering is achieved. The resistive element is just a weak transconductance amplifier with tunable tail current setting the corner frequency of the HP filter. Some integration due to parasitic capacitance is unavoidable on the input node of the buffer amplifier.
The buffer amplifier consists of eight cascaded common source amplifiers with a total gain of 2.58 = 1526 (figure 6). We are avoiding the high-gain single stage structures like inverters, since they are hard to linearize for the required frequency band. By using several low-gain common-source amplifiers, we are able to maintain an overall linear gain as indicated in figure 7 . A total of eight cascaded common-source amplifiers were used.
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Leaving the pure analog domain the next stage is sampling of the quantized signal. Since the signal may change rapidly, a specialized latching element has been designed (figure 8). The input signal is driven through an open transmission gate and the input voltage is latched when the transmission gate is strobed. The latched voltage is then shaped by turning on positive feedback with another transmission gate over an amplifier driving the value to '0' or '1'. If the latched value is ' 1', the pulse duration is shaped to 1 Ins. Suitable timing is achieved inserting inverters. The result of the sampler is a 1ns counting pulse for the counter (integrator) when a '1' is detected.
As shown in figure 4 the latching elements are all reading the same input, but the strobing signal is generated by a delayline with two inverter (~23ps) between samples.
In order to program the sensing range, a digitally controllable initial delay element is included as explained above
The CMOS impulse radar has been implemented in STMicroelectronics 90nm CMOS technology sharing silicon with other projects (figure 9). Included on the chip was a pulse transmitter designed for UWB signal generation emitting a dual-slope Gaussian pulse of approximately 300mV peak-topeak voltage swing. Fig. 9 . Layout of the CMOS impulse radar enclosed in the area framed with a white line. Fig. 10 . The measurement setup with the packaged chip mounted on a custom made PCB and interfaced to a PC using a parallel-to-USB interface.
IV. MEASURED RESULTS
The package chip was mounted on a suitable PCB (figure 10) and interfaced through a simple parallel-to-USB card (Elexol USB I/0 24 V3). With suitable software for the connected PC, we could trace movements quite accurately.
In figure lIthe integrator 
